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Abstract
The Nestorians acquired combative character due to features of region where they lived and struggle with their
Kurdish neighbours. Inaccessibility of the valleys they lived in reinforced their self-confidence and in
consequence of that they robbed all the foreign people especially Kurds and Catholic missionaries who intruded
into their territory without permission.
The Nestorians were interested in weapons and adult men had a curved dagger that was thought to be a national
weapon. Among the Nestorian tribes, blood feuds occasionally took place due to various reasons and killings
occurred. Tribes in the blood feud did not hesitate to make alliance with their Kurdish neighbour in order to
defeat the each other.
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1. The Concept of the Nestorian
Nestorians are Christian society who lived nomadic and sedentary lifestyle in Hakkari and Urmia regions of
territory of the Ottoman State and Iran in the 19th century. The nomadic Nestorian people lived in Hakkari region
of the Ottoman State while sedentary ones generally lived with their Muslim neighbour together on the fertile
agricultural lands of Northwest of Iran, rural areas of Van-Hakkari, Amediye, and Bedirhan regions which were
East and Southeast region of the Ottoman State (Dalyan 2009).
2. Combative Character of the Nestorians
The nomadic Nestorian tribes living on the mountains of Hakkari gained a combative character because of the
condition of life and struggle with their Kurdish neighbour (Maclean and Browne 1891; Perkins 1843; Fraser
1842; Coleman 1858; Dwight 1840). Another prominent reason forcing them to be offensive and wild against the
external threats was that structure of the land which they lived on gave opportunity to form a natural defence
against enemies (Report Of The American Board: 1837). Therefore, even though they were few compared with
Kurds, they became quite successful in fighting (Perkins 1843; Wigram 1991). On account of this character of
Nestorians, foreigners and Kurds were careful to enter into the harsh and impassable valley where Nestorians
were. If a foreigner set foot in the Nestorian territories without permission, he would be thrown to the Great Zab
after killing. In this context, Nestorian tribes fought with not only foreigners but also each other (Perkins 1843;
Termen 1910). Eliya Vartanov stated “... They were jealous of each other… they committed burglary, took the
sheep of their neighbours to their herd and fought with each other.”(Vartanov 2005, p. 31) Even, owing to their
self-confidence resulting from mountainous area and tough personalities, they attacked to the soldiers and
officers of Ottoman State who passed through the Nestorian’s territory ( YMTV 35/146).
At the beginning of 19th century, Nestorians had castles leaning against rocky places except for sheltering valleys
in order that they could defend themselves against enemies. The only known sample of such kind of castles that
was devastated by Kurdish invasions in the 19th century was the castle in the village Zeir which was had existed
in ruins until 1856 (Marsh 1865). In some Nestorian villages, watchtowers were established for preventing the
Kurds from looting and plundering (Ainsworth 1842). During 1830s, the Nestorian patriarch could raise 12.000
armed forces in an emergent situation (Fraser 1842). In another record, the number of armed forces the patriarch
could raise is 15.000 (Sehil 1856).
3. Gun and Nestorians’ Affection for Gun
Nestorian always carried weapons such as musket and dagger owing to harshness of the region and struggle with
Kurdish neighbours (YPRKDH 9/26; Perkins 1843). The life conditions resulted in that children of nomadic
tribes received military training mostly. According to this approach, every boy who had turned 9 or 10 were
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given bow and arrow by their family and when boys grew a little more, a curved dagger that could be
appropriately hidden in their dresses was given them (Lalayan 1914). Therefore, Every Nestorian adult man who
bore arms in the mountain of Hakkari was accepted as soldier (Perkins 1843; Coleman 1858). Like civilians,
Nestorian monks used weapon and cutting tools such as dagger (Heazal 1913; Cutts 1877; Ainsworth 1842).
Nestorians having fondness of poniards and firearms (Ainsworth 1842) were seen as belligerent (Millingen 1998)
and wild people who had ability to use guns well (Ainsworth 1842). Due to the affection for gun and struggle, all
young men took weapons, went church to pray, and they showed their shooting ability outside after the religious
ceremony. Those who had horse showed their ability to the people who do not know how to rear horse (Lalayan
1914). Among the Nestorian tribes, especially Tiyari and Tal were outstanding tribes in terms of combativity
(YPRK 48/69; Campbell 1844; Rich: MDCCCXXXVI). The Tiyari tribe could raise an armed force which made
up of approximately 5 or 6 thousand soldiers in 1895. Besides, this tribe succeeded in fighting off three regular
battalions which were sent to subdue the Nestorians who attacked Muslim villages in 1890 (YPRK. DH. 9/26).
Throughout 19th century, Nestorian fighters usually bore flintlock gun and ammunition belt belonging to this gun,
shot bags, poniard and daggers (Coan 1939:144). Among these weapons, curved daggers were national ones
which Nestorian males could not manage without (Cutts 1877). One of the biggest aspirations of every Nestorian
living in mountainous was to have better and more modern weapon (Coan 1939). During 1890s, the government
of Iran gave modern weapons and ammunition to the Nestorians living on borderland of Ottoman-Iran such as
the Village Mevana in order that they could defence themselves against Kurdish plunderers. As a result, some of
the Nestorians obtained modern weapons (Mildred, 1894; Heazal, 1913). Until recently, both sides, Nestorians
and Kurds, had fought with each other by using the same weapons and ammunition (Perkins, 1843).
4. Robbery
Nestorians living in the mountains were notorious for robbery as well as their combativity. At the end of an
ambush in the prominent passes they caught the travellers in their region and interrogated them in accordance
with their expressions and appearances. The people which they robbed were usually the Kurds robbing
Nestorians and Catholic people in sectarian conflict with them. The Protestant missionaries travelling in the
Nestorian regions despite not being Catholic could not escape in facing bad events.(Grant, 1994; Marsh, 1865)
Since Nestorians noticed that missionaries entering in their territory without permission had money to bring them
into the fold, they did not hesitate to rob the missionaries(FNH, 1899). Therefore, English traveller Ainsworth
(1842) stated that travellers in the Nestorian region could not protect their property against robbers (Ainsworth,
1842). In 1889, Meliki Berku and his men of Gawia region robbed a French monk travelling in the Hakkari
Mountains. On account of this robbery, missionaries of ABCFM Frederick G. Coan that was involved in
missionary activity in Thuma of Hakkari Mountains had to stay in the village Muzira for one night. In spite of all
the precautions taken for night, robbers stole his clothes and properties. Yet, Coan’s properties were found
thanks to the attempts of Khoja Suleiman/Hoca Suleyman who lived and received education abroad. After a
while, Melik Babo/Baboo of Thuma Meliks supposed three crates containing medicine carried by Coan were full
of gold and Melik Baboo waited for robbing him in the valley he would pass as though he had been waiting for
taking his stolen sheep for two days. Khoja Suleyman warned Melik Baboo through his men owing to the fact
that earlier theft incident hurt his pride and Khoja Suleyman dissuaded him from this burglary attempt. Later,
Coan met with head to toe armed Melik Baboo and asked him why he wanted to rob himself. Melik Baboo said
that he did not intend to rob him and this was a false claim of his enemies. Coan did not believe him and
threatened by saying that if any harm came to him, the Nestorian image in the West would be damaged and allies
would wipe Thuma off the map. Nevertheless, missionary Coan was harassed by Melik Baboo and his men and
unpleasantness took place.
As cases above, travelling in Nestorians of Hakkari Mountains was sometimes frightening to the missionaries of
ABCFM. Nestorians robbed not only missionaries coming from abroad but also some of the missionaries who
were permitted in Nestorian region. English missionaries Browne was robbed by cousin of Mar Samun who had
enmity to him and thrown from a high place after tying his hands and legs with rope. However, Browne did not
die (Heazal, 1913; Termen, 1910) .
Later, except for missionaries and Kurds, the other foreigners were robbed in the Nestorian region. During a
travel in Hakkari Mountains, Russian vice consul Termen says “when I wanted to go these mountains, English
missionaries warned me. The reason was the likelihood of facing many difficulties. Indeed, I was restrained by
the people of village Tiyari. My aide was injured, his musket was taken and I was about to be robbed.
Nevertheless, when they learnt that I was the Russian vice consul, but not a missionary, they insistently claimed
my aide swore at them. After changing mind, they gave back the musket and I was allowed to leave there
proudly. So, those who want to travel among the Nestorians living in Hakkari Mountains had to show the
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document for travel given by Nestorian patriarch in Kocanis during passing through these regions. Otherwise,
there could not be a safe travel. In these regions, even the document of permission was sometimes invalid to
Nestorians.
There were people who took the necessary letter from the patriarch in order to travel in a safe way and a number
of oral rules that foreigners had to obey except for this letter. This kind of gifts ensured that foreigners could
travel comfortably and acquire his trust (Maclean and Browne, 1891). Foreigners who did not have this kind of
letters and assurances were considered enemy and killed, and later their bodies were thrown into the river
(Perkins 1843). English military officer Co Bell appointed in India, American missionary Coan, and French
Catholic missionary faced Nestorians’ such kind of treatments and their clothes and property were stolen (The
Fifty- First Annual Report Board, 1888). Mainly due to the fact that missionaries lived with Nestorians and
foreigners often visited their territory despite robberies, Nestorians occasionally attempted looting and rampage
on the caravan route of Mosul and Hakkari at the end of XIX century (Y.E.E 132/26).
Also, Nestorians’ combative character and ferocity led a number of false beliefs circulating from person to
person in the Muslim community around Nestorians. Therefore, they were not allowed to stay in Amediye at
night since they were the people who exterminate humans by using variety of magic words. This kind of
superstition spreading throughout the region caused people to be frightened of them. The brutality of Nestorians
played a remarkable role in the increase of these superstitions. For example, at the end of a clash with Kurds of
Ravanduz who stole the Nestorians’ herds, 6-7 Kurds were decapitated and their head were hung from the bridge
going to Nestorian region. This kind of incidents led Nestorians to have a terrible reputation among the Muslims.
Mosul’s Pasha Muhammed said American missionary Grant that Hakkari Mountains had not been safe to travel
and warned Grant of life safety (Campbell, 1844; Grant, 1994). Yet, there was no constant hostility between
Nestorians and Muslims, but, this does not mean that they did not have hostile attitude to each other (Ainsworth,
1842).
Combativity was not just the peculiar to the Nestorian civil people. Also, religious men could use weapons well.
In 1840, English missionary Ainsworth (1842) says that a Nestorian bishop wearing sword, dagger, and armour
waited for themselves while entering into a Nestorian village. As a result of all these peculiarity of Nestorians,
missionaries mention the high prevalence of looting and robbery among the Nestorian in mountain (Heazal, 1913;
Coan, 1939). Robbery and looting were perceived as normal, such kinds of acts were usually against Kurds and
foreigners, and if any property was acquired, people around the region would be told proudly (Wigram, 1991).
In 1912, Christians of Salebakan stole 500 sheep of Kurds of Cal through attacks in the middle of the night.
However when, on the way back, they noticed that stealing the sheep without the aware of enemies had no
satisfying act, they came to the near of the village of Kurds of Cal. Christians of Salebakan awakened the Kurds
with acts like firing gun and clashed with them. At the end of the incident, they killed three people, including one
Ottoman police man. The Nestorians obtained the 500 sheep as well as four guns (Wigram, 1991).
In the 19th century, of Nestorians, Tiyari tribe and tribes in the valley of Dız were skilful in robbery. Tiyari tribe
gave the 10 % of herd and property which they got after robbery and looting to the Meryemana (Mart Miriam)
Church in the valley of Walto. English missionary Wigram says that if the priests were clever, they sometimes
took seventh of the commodity brought by robbers and plunderers. This was because the priests had important
roles in making plundering and looting against Muslims religiously lawful. For example, Nestorians of Diz who
stole a cow from Muslims had a dispute about whether the cow was legal or not. The priest of region of Dız
consulted about this matter blessed the cow by praying and made it cuttable (Wigram, 1991).
5. Blood Feuds in the Nestorians
The Blood feuds in Nestorians were because of several reasons such as pasture and theft of sheep and it was long
lasting. As it was too difficult to end the blood feud, many people died and got injured. Although even the
Nestorian patriarch occasionally engaged in resolving this kind of matters, he was not capable of ending feuds
peacefully at times (Coan, 1939). Yet, if the blood feud between tribes resulted from a simple reason, parties
would end this matter by paying a certain amount of blood money through mediaries (Cutts, 1887).
When the blood feuds in Nestorian tribes was violently intensified, parties made no bones about calling help of
Kurds and establishing alliance with them(Maclean and Browne, 1891). In 1888, the Dız tribe, one of the
Nestorian tribes of Hakkari region, established an alliance with their neighbours the Bilicani tribe so as to cope
with the Tiyari tribe which had conflict with the Dız tribe. The Tiyari tribe retaliated for this alliance by allying
with their neighbours’ tribe Ertusi. The Ottoman State sent troops to the region in order to prevent the tension
between the Nestorian troops from turning into a conflict (YPRK 14/15). After a year, a blood feud broke out
between Baz and Cilolu tribes, this incident was intensified and it caused the death of many people in both two
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parties. After the engagement of bishops in the blood feud, the two parties were reconciled and this feud ended.
However, in Nestorians, blood feuds occasionally took place owing to various kinds of reasons even at the
beginning of 20th century (Cutts, 1887).
6. Gunpowder and Manufacture of Ammunition
A part of mines in the Ottoman State was located in the Hakkari region where Nestorians lived. Minerals were
scattered in the different settlement and iron rose to the surface in the mountain close to Nestorian village Dure
around Amediye, lead and copper in oxidized condition (Grant, 1994; Surma and Samcun, 1996; Campbell, 1844)
were located around Marguza in the Tiyari region (Surma and Samcun 1996, 57). Except for these minerals, it is
known that zarnich mining was located in Hakkari and around it and this mining changed hands continuously
during the Ottoman-Persian wars in 19th century (C. DH 14/66)
Nestorians obtained necessary bullets for their muskets from the copper deposit on the outskirts of mountains
around the Village Sumba situated on the Great Zab. The lead extracted from the mineral veins on the surface of
the land was ready to use after warming the lead and pouring it into a thimble. By doing so, Nestorians
manufactured their ammunition without needing any foreign assistance (Coan, 1939; Matiyef, 1996).
They manufactured the necessary gunpowder by mixing the sulfur, which was abundant on the hills close to the
settlements, and ash of walnut or oak tree. In addition, they obtained the saltpetre which is an important
substance used in making gunpowder, from the fertilizers in the caves used for shelter of the sheep (Hülagü,
2001) because it was known that feces of animal contains large quantity of nitrogen, basic substance of saltpetre.
After the suggestion of English missionary Wigram, recently, Nestorians began to use the wood of willow rather
than that of oak and walnut since the wood of willow is more suitable for the manufacture of the gunpowder.
During the ends of the 19th century, an ingenious priest of Nestorians succeeded to convert the breech-loading
musket to the Martini-Henry rifle that was the most favoured weapon of the time and he made too much money
(Wigram, 1991). It is understandable that Nestorians could meet the needs of weapon and gunpowder without
receiving any foreign assistance (Grant, 1994). Therefore, they did not need any foreign assistance in the conflict
with themselves and Kurds.
7. Nestorian Women and War
The Nestorian women had conversation and meeting with men and they did not hesitate to discuss with them
(Layard, 2000). Also, they sometimes assisted men in protection of village, conflict, and war. Matiyef (1996)
says “they participated in the units protecting village and they were involved in war as well as.” From this
statement, it is understood that women’s participation in war against Nestorian’s neighbours as if they had been
warrior had role in the increase of the casualty of women life (Matiyef, 1996, p.21). Yet, according to Wigram,
women were not generally killed in the conflicts with Kurds until the end of the empire. Both Nestorians and
Kurds regarded women as untouchable beings. During the reign of Abdulhamid II, their power was equal in
general. The rule was simple: “take whatever you like, but do not harm the things left behind and do not touch
women”. This rule was so well-known that protection of women was unnecessary. During the Nestorians’ war
with Kurds or Kurds’ war with themselves, the girls of Christian community under their control as well as the
property of loser were sometimes taken. However, even in this situation, the rule that women were untouchable
holy beings was valid (Wigram 1991, p.210-211).
In another work of Wigram (1991, p.22), he ascertained that “both Nestorians and Kurds had the tradition of
marriage with enslaved women (at the end of the conflict, winner took the women of the loser and got married
with them.”
8. The Role of Religious Men in Wars
Nestorian religious men undertook considerable active roles in military affairs except for religious tasks. For
example, the assistance of priests participated in the war between the tribes or war with the neighbours. Wigram
informs about the duty of the assistance of the priests by saying “if the condition required, they participated in
war. Many respected assistances of priests performed the task of guiding through war as well as worship.
Furthermore, according to him, in the wars, they served not only their community but also their ally or Kurdish
neighbours having close relation. The second commander of Bedirhan Bey, the head of Kurds of Beyzadi, was
an assistant of Nestorian priest. This assistant stated that Bedirhan Bey brought the people in his village and
Kurds to the war (Wigram, 1991)
George M. Lamsa attributes the fact that Nestorian priests undertook the leadership of Nestorian community in
the wars with their neighbours to a tradition from Luwians, an old people lived in Mesopotamia in antiquity
(Emhardt and Lamsa, 1926). English missionaries say that the skill of using gun and dagger of Nestorians’
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religious men in the missionary schools was better than the reading and writing in old Syriac language (Heazal,
1913). In 1840, English missionary Ainsworth says (1842) that a Nestorian bishop wearing sword, dagger, and
armour waited for themselves while entering into a Nestorian village.
9. Conclusion
The travellers and missionaries described the Nestorian society in the 20th century as combative and gun
enthusiast. The reason why they acquired this character is the conflict with Kurds and the fact that the region,
where they lived was protected. During the conflicts, all of the men, women, and religious men participated in
the struggles. Their bellicose traits led the continuation of blood feud between themselves. Even they did not
hesitate to make alliance with their Kurdish neighbours so as to maintain superiority over each other.
In the same century, Nestorians’ another character that is as prominent as their combativity was keenness of
robbery. The robbery is enjoyable and something needing to be told proudly. Thanks to the mining in their
region, they manufactured the bullet and gunpowder used in the robbery and conflicts without any foreign
assistance
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